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Abstract. Previous studies have shown that diagram use is effective in mathe-
matical word problem solving. However, they have also revealed that students
manifest many problems in using diagrams for such purposes. A possible rea-
son is an inadequacy in students’ understanding of variations in types of prob-
lems and the corresponding kinds of diagrams appropriate to use. In the present
study, a preliminary investigation was undertaken of how such correspondences
between problem types and kinds of diagrams are represented in textbooks. One
government-approved textbook series for elementary school level in Japan was
examined for the types of mathematical word problems, and the kinds of diagrams
presented with those problems. The analyses revealed significant differences in
association between kinds of diagrams and types of problems. More concrete
diagrams were included with problems involving change, combination, variation,
and visualization of quantities; while number lines were more often used with
comparison and variation problems. Tables and graphs corresponded to problems
requiring organization of quantities; and more concrete diagrams and graphs to
problems involving quantity visualization. These findings are considered in rela-
tion to the crucial role of textbooks and other teaching materials in facilitating
strategy knowledge acquisition in students.
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1 Introduction

Mathematical word problem solving is commonly used in schools to cultivate students’
abilities in applying mathematical knowledge and skills to everyday life. However, the
complexity of cognitive processes demanded by this activity leads to a prevalence of
difficulties in students [1]. Diagram use is generally considered one of the most effective
strategies for promoting success in this kind of problem solving [2]. However, students
tend not to use diagrams spontaneously, and even when they do use them, such use does
not always lead to obtaining the correct solutions.
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One reason for the failure to solve despite the use of diagrams is a lack of correspon-
dence between the problem schema/type (i.e., its structure and requirements) and the
kind of diagram that students construct [3]. Word problems are included in the school
curriculum to facilitate understanding of target learning contents, and diagrams are used
as a way of “scaffolding” tomake solving easier. However, inadequate attention is placed
on teaching “appropriate diagram use” to match the problems given because the curricu-
lum focuses on teaching “mathematical contents”. Thus, much of the knowledge that
students develop about diagram use remains implicit.

To address this problem,ways to effectively facilitate understanding of the correspon-
dence between problem schema/type and appropriate diagrams need to be investigated.
While it would be difficult to capture and evaluate the wide range of methods that teach-
ers use to promote such understanding, examining how the textbooksmight facilitate that
understanding is much more manageable. In Japan, all schools use textbooks certified
by theMinistry of Education in line with the national guidelines (issuance law of Japan).
Examining such textbooks could provide valuable insights into how those correspon-
dences are portrayed, which had not been examined in previous research. Therefore, this
study aimed to clarify: (i) the types of word problems used in math textbooks, (ii) the
kinds of diagrams deemed useful for solving those problems, and (iii) the correspondence
between problems and diagrams.

2 Method

The textbooks used were one of six mathematics textbook series eligible for use in Japan
at the elementary school level (6 books corresponding to Grades 1 to 6, each containing
13–19 chapters) [4]. Each chapter contains example problemswith detailed explanations.
The main purpose of those example problems is to teach the learning contents set by the
national standard, assuming that children would be learning them for the first time. The
present study focused on all the example problems that take the form of word problems,
defined here as problems comprising two or more sentences with a background story,
and which requires a mathematical solution. The word problems were examined and
categorized according to their problem schema (i.e., type of word problem), and the
kind of diagram deemed appropriate for solving them.

In line with previous studies [5], the word problems found were classified into one
of six types: Change (e.g., Ken had 3 candies. Naomi gave him 5 more candies. How
many candies does Ken have now?), Combine (e.g., Ken has 4 candies. Naomi has 3
candies. Howmany candies do they have altogether?), Compare (e.g., Ken has 4 candies.
Naomi has 12 candies. How many times are Naomi’s candies greater than Ken’s?), Vary
(e.g., Ken packs 5 candies in each box. How many boxes will he need to pack to fit
40 candies?), Organize (i.e., organizing data given to find an answer by using tables or
graphs; e.g., The following data shows students’ reading times in a month.What number
appears the most often?), and Visualize (visualizing the conditions given in the problem
with figures, graphs, tables, etc., to facilitate search for rules difficult to find based only
on superficial details; e.g., There are 3 children in front of Ken, and 4 behind him. How
many children are there in total?).

Diagramswere categorized into seven kinds: Pictures (images relating to the problem
but conveying no quantitative information), Concrete diagrams (illustrations/pictures
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Fig. 1. Kinds of diagrams (with examples) used to categorize those found in the textbooks

with quantitative information, including semi-concrete representations of quantities
using circles and other counters), Schematic diagram (arrows, lines, figures showing
procedures and quantitative/functional relationships, including tree diagrams), Line dia-
grams (line or tape diagrams, segments of which indicate quantities to facilitate visual
comparison), Number line diagrams (one or more lines arranged to show relationships
between quantities, including proportional relationships), Tables (arrays of numbers,
symbols, and words/letters), and Graphs (bar graphs, line graphs, statistical graphs such
as histograms and dot plots, function graphs) (see Fig. 1). Coding for each textbook
was independently undertaken by combinations of two of four school teachers, none of
whom had any vested interest in the outcomes.

The reliability statistic between inter-raters indicated almost perfect agreement
(Cohen’s kappa = 0.84). Differences were settled through discussion.

3 Results and Discussion

There were 246 word problems found in the six textbooks (mean = 41.0 ± 9.76), and
diagrams were included with all of them. The textbooks therefore clearly convey the
importance of diagram use in problem solving. The numbers of word problems varied
depending on grade level (χ2

(5) = 11.61, p = .041): lowest at Grade 1 (n = 25, p =
.003), and highest at Grade 5 (n= 54, p= .013). The Grade 1 textbook contains mostly
simpler one-sentence problems, while the concept of proportionality is introduced in the
Grade 5 textbook, which may partially explain those differences.

An analysis of residuals after Chi-squared tests identified proportional differences.
Table 1 shows the frequencies with which each kind of diagram was included with each
type of problem, with asterisks indicating those proportionally significantly higher or
lower. In total, Concrete diagrams and Number line diagrams were found to be the most
frequently used diagrams (p < .001, for both). Concrete diagrams were often used with
Change, Combine, Vary, and Visualize problems, suggesting that they are helpful in
facilitating the four arithmetic operations and understanding of the problem scenario
and contents. Number line diagrams were often used with Compare and Vary problems,
suggesting that they are helpfulwhen comparingmeasurement quantities and performing
proportional calculations. More abstract diagrams (Tables and Graphs) were used with
Organize problems. Concrete diagrams and Graph were used with Visualize problems to
support visual search. These results suggest the possibility of scaffolding in diagram use,
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first by using more concrete diagrams and then progressing onto more abstract diagrams
like graphs when more complicated inferences need to be made.

Table 1. Corresponding frequencies between problem types and kinds of diagrams

Diagram

kind

Problem type

Change Combine Compare Vary Organize Visualize Total

Picture 3      11**  0*    10      2      0*    26*    

Concrete 25*** 13*** 3      20*    0**  8**  69***

Schematic 4      3      0*    8      5      0*    20**  

Line 3      9      2      9      0**  1      24*    

Number line 0**  1**  15*** 44*** 0**  2      62***

Table 0**  0**  1      2*** 14*** 4      21**  

Graph 0**  0**  2      0*** 15*** 7**  24*    

Total 35      37      23     93     36     22     246 

Mean 5.00 5.29 3.29 13.29 5.14 3.14 35.14

SD 8.98 5.56 5.28 15.00 6.64 3.29 20.93

χ2
(6) 96.80 35.08 50.96 101.57 51.50 20.64 74.81

p (adjusted) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

p (adjusted): p-value adjusted by Bonferroni method. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. The asterisks 

indicate significantly higher (with bolded values) or lower proportions.

These results clarify the correspondence between problem types and kinds of dia-
grams as portrayed in Japanese textbooks. As this examination was conducted using
only one of the book series for elementary schools, it needs to be conducted also for the
other series/levels of education, and for textbooks in other countries to promote a better
understanding of how textbooks contribute to the cultivation of competencies in diagram
use. Future research will also need to scrutinize the efficacy of the kinds of diagrams
indicated in textbooks for solving different types of problems.
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